Mode of insertion of the signal sequence of a bacterial precursor protein into phospholipid bilayers as revealed by cysteine-based site-directed spectroscopy.
The interactions between a bacterial precursor protein and phospholipids in bilayer-based model membrane systems is addressed in this study. The precursor-lipid interactions were assessed from the side of the lipid phase by fluorescence and electron spin resonance spectroscopy, using the precursor of the Escherichia coli outer membrane protein PhoE. The role of the signal sequence, as part of the precursor, in this interaction was investigated by using cysteine-based site-directed spectroscopy. For this purpose, purified cysteine-containing mutants of prePhoE, which were made by site-directed mutagenesis of the signal sequence part and of the mature part, and defined lipids were used. The location of the fluorescently labeled cysteine residues was established by resonance energy transfer and quenching experiments and those of the corresponding spin-labeled cysteine residues by paramagnetic relaxation enhancement. It was demonstrated that precursor-phospholipid interactions exist in model membrane systems and also that these interactions were dependent on the presence of anionic phospholipids and resulted in a deep insertion of (parts of) the precursor into the lipid bilayer. Furthermore, the results with the cysteine mutations in the signal sequence of the precursor indicate that both termini of the signal sequence are located near or at the membrane surface, with only the fluorescence of the labeled cysteines in the signal sequence part being protected against aqueous quenchers. The results demonstrate that, when part of the intact precursor, the signal sequence experiences similar lipid-protein interactions as do isolated signal peptides. They also indicate that the signal sequence inserts entirely as a looped structure into the membrane. In addition, the data also indicate that the mature part of the precursor has an affinity for the membrane.